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'What an extraordinarily beautiful valley!' I exclaimed at the edge of a
ridge overlooking the Wahgi River, near Kup, in highland New Guinea.
'Ah, Garry, yes', responded my companion Kai, an undergraduate at
the University of Papua New Guinea, 'but we don't really talk about it
that way, or in the way whites usually do'. For the first time in my life
I was being asked to think about the anthropology of aesthetics. For the
Wahgi people the valley was not, at least traditionally speaking,
scenically beautiful, not even conceived of as a 'joy to the senses'. It
was ka-from the most commonly used adjecti ve in the Wahgi language
and usually translated 'good'-{)r in other words it 'pleased' in bringing
the benefits or 'riches' that the local people needed from it. l But
apparently it was not an object of aesthetic appreciation, and certainly,
Kai insisted, no one would ever have thought of either painting it or
evoking the whole scenc in art.

The Wahgi clearly possessed an. Characteristic designs were found
on their shields; they skilfully painted the gem boards which marked
the names and numbers of the beasts they were giving to the great
KOllgar (or pig-killing ceremony). and they madc much of self
decoration, of feathered headdrcsses for t1eld-battles and grand
ceremonies.2 In evocative singing and dances and other musical
compositions they were rich, groups someti Illes testing their knowledge
of mesmerising song repertories all through thc night. Yct did this
people have aesthetics? When they said that their songs-which
incidentally usually focussed on a type of bird or animal, or on love
towards one of the opposite sex, or on warrior acllievcment-were ka,
they did not seem to mean beautiful so much as tinc or 'rich' for the
'powerful effect' that they wanted their singing to achieve, especially
for bonding people together: family to family, ally to ally, lover to
lover. Wahgi designs. moreover, even face decorations and headgear,
conform to traditionalist expectations because what is good has had the
right effects in the ancestral past. Things and bodies painted. or words
taken into their drone-songs, are signs of power, and because visual
manifestations of greater human power always betoken access to
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power from favouring spirits, art is ritualised in form, in 'con-formity'
with what has 'always been done' and what the ancestors have
recognised as 'always working'.

What looks good, then, is the achievement of this traditional
effectiveness. Michael O'Hanlon summed it up when reflecting on the
quest ofWahgi warriors (and also women dancers) for better and better
ceremonial headpieces: 'handsome is as handsome does'.3 The feathers
worn are above all special valuables, signalling the prestige that has
rightly come to oneself and one's lineage for having given generously
to the whole clan and placed many people in one's debt.4 Among the
Wahgi, art itself seems subjugated to the concerns of the collective: the
tribal security circle and the world of the dead as well as the living. Ka,
we might presume, can never be used to articulate a strictly 'aesthetic'
judgement, for any possibility of art's genuine independence is
precluded while a 'total, traditional life-way', the 'religion of the
solidary group', is triumphant.

Like so many small-scale traditional cultures the Wahgi live out a
culture of warriorhood. Certainly, before 'contact' in the 1930s, they
used to invest an extraordinary amount of time decorating their
weaponry, artefacts intended as objects of fear for the enemy. Ifit was
art-and not 'just craft', say-it was not meant to be pleasing; it was ka
once it was fearsome. Intriguingly, the latter-day Wahgi did not carve
stone. and yet the 'amateur archaeologists' among them occasionally
alighted on severe looking faces engraved in large pebbles, some black
and smoothed like the stones that were taken to be (he 'eggs of the sun'
in highland cultures further west. For the various clans possessing
them. these finds were not reckoned the products of human hands. not
even the great art of their long distant ancestors (kipcmb{/1/g). The latter
day Wahgi, moreover, hardly had the means of modern excavators to
associate them with the earliest signs of humanity's Agricultural
Revolution in their very own valley.s For them. these objects were
made by more than human power. So remarkable and so isolated were
they, being thrust up into view within bamboo stands, they were
'appreciated' as manifestations of spirits-of some kukoinamb, as the
Kumai clansmen put it: a 'power behind the stone' usually turned into
a supportive war god with a smear of pig's blood. What might strike us
as severe or crude, even as ugly. was k{/ if it served its purposes in
warrior culture.

However eagerly we extol the beauties of rock art from Lascaux to
Kakadu. then, most of what is usually classified as 'primitive art' does
not seem to be intentionally beautiful in our commonly received sense.
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Mud-caked Sepik masks. bedecked with hairy grass and with their
haunting eyes of shell or mysterious hollowness. are meant to worry
and jolt. not to amuse or convey pleasure and success as many
indigenous creations nonetheless surely do. I believe that over half of
the collected items of so-called primitive art in Western KtUlSlmuSeell
have been ripped from their frightening contexts within a warrior
ethos. Consider the wide-eyed. tall effigy of Musumusu. for example,
standing with his large-earrings as a warning to strangers on Roviana
boundaries or at burial grounds in the western Solomon Islands.6 Or
contemplate the carved and painted spherical boards called gopi and
their like. sitting under racks of skulls to mark a given clan's
achievements at headhunting in the great cathedral-like eravo temples
of western Papuan Gulf societies.? When the Trobriand Islander
specialist carves the prow for a seagoing canoe. the motifs are neither
to celebrate the joy of trading nor to beautify avessel. but are designcd
and bespelled-to ward offdangerous spiritual forces and avert possible
attack.8 The eyes and faces of the 'formalized likeness' of a recently
dead male, carved by 'artists' of the Middle Angoram along the lower
Sepik and striking in charcoal black and orange ochre, betray no
delight. The figure lies sternly in the ill-lit recesses of the mighty
tambaran house, guarded by other dark ligures with faces of a similar
warrior intensity and with elongated penises of generative power,
never to he looked on hy women and children and first shown to young
men at initiations to instil the survivalist regimen oftriballaw.9 Such
creations are consistently deemed 'good' when they 'do' what is
expected of them according to p{lSim bi/ollf! /lIm/mma (pidgin: 'the
way of the ancestors').

Can we trace a distinct. 'primal aesUletic' in what most would agree to
be art-given that the aesthetic in Western culture looks to be ordained
as a mode of high reflection? For Vico, the ages of the gods and heroes
yield no such reflectiveness, hut rather 'a robust imagination' that is
both ontologically and historically prior to any universalising
rationality. 10 Thus Vico would expect that for the 'savage' or 'primiti ve',
just as for the immediate post-diluvian ancients. spontaneously created
images are gods; that smooth black stones are 'powers' indeed, and
unbidden poetic oracles the actual voices of spiritual beings. Religion,
for Vico. follows upon this imagining to tame its savage tendencies
and direct it towards the tough social order of 'heroic times' .11 Pressing
such idealist historicism to its extreme, Hegel put the dialectic more
forcibly. if rather differently: history is a For/gang from Art through
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Religion to Philosophy; 'the first work of art is immediate, abstract and
individual'. waiting for the history of consciousness to separate the
'indwelling god' from 'the Black Stone that disguises it' until tinally
modern artists 'realize in their work that they do not produce beings in
any way like themselves' .t2 Aesthetics is possible as philosophic
reasoning about art precisely because the aesthetic 'has vanished' and
completed its 'definite circle of truth' .t3 For different reasons and in
rather distinct ways, Vieo and Hegel both concede that art is in some
sense truer and/or more sublime in prereOective times.

According to Croce, on the other hand. the aesthetic cannot make
an appearance until a 'precise [conceptual] mode' of imagination.
representation. or expression is formulated. 14 Not only must the
aesthetic be absent from primal. 'primitive' or prehistoric thought, but
Croce disallows it for classical thought as well. Not even Plato's theory
of beauty can account for the aesthetic, because for Plato creative art
and its images deal with 'appearances' rather than 'realily', and
because 'the beautiful' is disengaged from creative mimesis and imaging
to become a means to an end: that which is 'useful' or 'instrumental' or
'helpful' .t5 (We can all imagine attentive highland Wahgi nodding
knowingly. measuring up their ka against the Greek k(/lo1/, and deciding
that this is not so unlike the way they have approached matters all
along.) Croce will not allow the aesthetic to have an existence until the
'two divided territories of the beautiful as notion and art as material
creation are united and fused i1/1O {l si1/gle c01/cept' -which they are
in Plotinus, for whom 'Beauty resides in things visible' .t6

For the neoPlatonic Plotinus, however. 'the arts do not limit them
selves to imitating what the eyes see, but go back to those reasons or
ideas from which nature itself is derived'. Art docs not strictly belong
to nature at all. but adds beauty where it is wanting in nature. Though
Croce misses the fact, and though our Wahgi would be quite dismayed,
Plotinus writes out much that is useful in their art and half of what
would customarily be kalo1/. For Plotinus. art that does not reOect the
good form or archetype of the divine Intelligence or Soul would be
ugly, reOecting as it would only that 'host of passions. full of fears,
envy ... a longing for vile and perishable things, impure wishes' from
which ugliness arises. I? Farewell to Sepik efligies, not 10 mention the
eerie masks of those Arcadian priests who. as Pausanius tells us. smote
the 'Underground Folk' in rites at the mysterious pool of Pheneus, a
century before Plotinus' own time. tll

Croce is, however, aware of the problems that his rather 100
formalist strictures have created. On the one hand, he avers. 'there is no
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such thing as an aesthetic progress ofhumanity ... Egyptian, Babylonian,
Etruscan and even prehistoric art, are being more profoundly studied
every day', with 'the savage' proving to be just as much uomo incero as
so-called civilised humans; there is no reason to deduce that 'we are
more spiritually alert than the contemporaries of Pericles' .19 On the
other, his moderns are in a transcendent position, for since the artistic
awakening (risveglioarciscico) in Italy-from the Trecenco-there has
grown a 'greater abundance of artistic achievements and a smaller
number of imperfect or inferior works which one epoch produces in
respect of another' .20

By 1938. R. G. Collingwood considered himself in a better position
to grasp the difficulties when, in his The Principles ofArc, he curtails
talk about aesthetics as something 'concerned with dateless realities
lodged in some metaphysical heaven', and opts instead to deal with
'art' and 'artists', mainly in historical context.21 Where his earlier
Ol4llines ofa Philosophy ofArc (1924) had shown the decisi ve effects
of Vico. Hegel and Croce on the conceptionalisation of the issues,22
in The Principles ofArc an' Anglicisation' occurs, the model providing
the cue for this reorientation being John Ruskin's Leccures on
Arc.23 According to Collingwood's Principles. philosophers will have
to abandon their attempt to monopolise the term beauty because they
no longer have the right to assert that 'grilled steak' is not beautiful.
'Aesthetic theory' must then become 'the theory not of beauty but
of art' .24 The autonomy of aesthetic experience and judgement is still
being defended, and the shadows of Croce and even of Kant and
Hegel are lurking behind Collingwood's caveat that the aesthetic
response 'arises from within' rather than heing a 'specific reaction' to
an external 'stimulus'-an anti-behaviourist intuitionism that fore
closes on the root meaning of lIischecikos as 'received from the senses'
in a workaday sense. Neither does Collingwood do justice to Ruskin's
'pre-Raphaelite perceptions'. always wanting to turn him into a good
Hegelian (when the Victorian sage read no German philosopher at
all), and preferring to privilege Ruskin's 'intellectual lens' over, 'the
argument of the eye' (and thus 'educated' over 'naive and knowing'
apprehensions of a kind closer to Ruskin's predilections).25

In Collingwood's mature views, moreover, art ought not to be lost
in some unitary vision of culture (like Ruskin's). Art has to be 'an end
in itself and a good part of The Principles ojArc is designed to ensure
art's independence to realise its proper condition sui generis. Art is
thus not craft, for this is a 'means to an end'. Significantly in the light
of Croce's assessments of the primitive and the classical. art is not
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'art proper' when it is magic. 'magical practices' invariably acting as
'means to a preconceived end', with this end being 'the arousing of
emotion'. Collingwood extrapolates by making magic include religion
here (albeit in no unfriendly or reductionistic way) as the use of art to
keep charged the 'dynamo ... ofpractical life'-a use that is as evident
in mediaeval iconography. for instance. as it is in the ritual art of
'primitives' at Lascaux or in Oceania. He admits (perhaps in aconcession
to Ruskin) that 'magic is a necessity for every sort and condition of
man. and is actually found in every healthy society' and that 'a society
which thinks, as our own thinks, that it has outlived the need of magic.
is either mistaken' orelse 'a dying society·26. Art as magic. nonetheless.
is not art proper; neither is art as amusement. which is merely a
response to the demand 'for an increased provision of leisure'. In
fact, art as amusement is the especial symptom of the contemporary
decadence which in the mid-nineteenth century had brought in
Bowdler as 'king' and which for Collingwood recalls the bread and
circuses of a declining Rome. He holds up in contrast 'the artists. who
had struggled from the seventeenth to the early nineteenth century to
work out a new conception of art. detaching it from the ideas of
amusement and magic alike. and thus liberating themselves from all
service, whether of church or of patron' ,27 For him it is this struggle to
pursue art proper, as expression and imagination and as end in itself,
that is worth honouring. and the reason why artists deserve public and
political support.

This is all very pertinent and certainly a good warning against
such functionalisms then current as the view that art should serve a
socio-political purpose. For our purposes. on the other hand, in his
inclinations towards individualism. anti-traditionalism. secularity
and a process of emancipation characteristic of only Western artists.
Collingwood is overly keen to hold out for principles of freedom that
renect the 'Enlightenment Project'. Collingwood at no point denigrates
primitive and classical art as unacceptable or inauthentic. seeing it
rather as bound in the service of ritual and 'a team-spirit'. as well as
alien to our world of greater poSSibilities. 'Admiring as we do the art
of the ancient Greeks'. he writes. 'we naturally suppose that they
admired it in the same kind of spirit as ourselves'; however, 'we can
be perfectly certain that the Greeks did not admire it in any such
way'. And we ourselves can be reasonably certain that Collingwood
would prefer to move on and admire the Panathenaic Frieze in his
liberated context rather than within 'the original Phidean frame' .28

In summary, then. the responses by both Croce and Co!lingwood
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to so-called primitive and classical artistic sensihility or aesthetic
apprehensions remain implicitly dismissive. At all costs, Croce
wants to disallow that 'primitive art .. , could ever be converted into
a criterion for the interpretation of art in general', or 'have anything
whatsoever to do with aesthetic science'. Even while affirming
that artistic achievement or genius can manifest itself in any age or
place, he cannot say that primitive art has ever been 'expressive',
only 'decorative' .29 He had read and perhaps been influenced by the
idea of art as expressionist in Eugene Veron's L'EsuJtique (1878),30
hut the opportunity to wrestle with the diversity, formidableness, and
even apparent ugliness of primitive creations, come espressiolle, was
apparently foreclosed by his method.

What are we left with, then, from the judgements of these two great
philosophers of art on the matter of a primal or 'primitive' aesthetics?
Certainly, we have to face up to thcir Wcstern contextuality; neither
Crocc nor Collingwood escape the charge of Eurocentrism, since they
do not avail themselves of works about Indian, Chinese; Japanese, or
for that mattcr Islamic principles of art, and in what little thcy wrote
about the primitive and thc classical they did not achieve a genuinely
cross-cultural outlook, as did Collingwood's near contcmporary,
A. L. Kroeber, for example.31 But then, can anyone escape his or her
own cultural crucible of sensibility? Gadamer would seem to have won
out over Habermas,32 and aesthetic judgcments would seem to be
made only from within traditions and not from any transccndent
cosmic etroit. In this light, Croce and Collingwood have cxposed their
flanks for being putatively universalist when they never really could
escape from Eurocentrism or even 'colonising' mcntalities.33 Their
dismissing so-called primitivc and classical art results from their
aspiring to an aesthetic of transcendence, rather than one rooted and
self-confessedly placed in a tradition.

As something of a 'traditionist' myself, I hold it to be very
important to discern what the assumed or enunciated 'rules of the
game' are that affect art and aesthetics within a 'broad' or 'component'
tradition. Is the proscription on the representation of animate beings in
Sunni Islamic art, for instance, a case of religion enslaving art, or is
it a refining of art for the insurpassablc glories of Samarkand's Tillya
Kari Madrasah? IfChristianity's greater permissions allegedly liberated
Western art, are we beyond addressing moral restraint in representation,
or for that matter beyond the need to rellect on the so-callcd Puritan
'fear of beauty' and its temptations?34 If for the Eastern EuroPean
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sensibility it is 'the radiant and eternal beauty of nature that stimulates
the aesthetic feeling' ,35 what would be the implications of arguing
that nature can be ugly? What determines over time 'acceptable
expressions' of and appropriate responses to the imaginary? The
Homerically heroic or the vulnerable Sita of the Ramayana? The
human body or the environment, the ordered or the wild, the sublime
or the fantastic, the sensuous or the call to askesis? And how do such
determinants subtly modify tastes through changes in the history of
societies and modify consciousness through 'movements of that nimbly
shifting ... Zeit-Geist' (as Pater once put it)?36

These are all important questions to do with the influences of
tradition, and I pose them here in a cluster as a challenge to Croce and
Collingwood and in order to help capture what it means to be an artist
powerfully embraced within and by a tradition. Even a preliminary
understanding of this will deter us from denying the presence of the
aesthetic to another tradition-world because of the apparent absence of
what is aptly called 'theoretic aestheticism'.37 It will also warn us
against the presumption that art locked into tradition is intractably
subservient to prior 'specification', as if to produce art 'the artist' has
to have 'no idea what the experience is which demands expression
until he has expressed it' .38 Scholars arc only now beginning to grasp
the indigenous meanings and nuances of 'primal' artistry and to arrive
at a more critical comprehension of the 'classical' than was possible
during those cultural periods, from the Renaissance to Neoclassicism,
when the claims ofaclassical inspiration were felt to he so compelling.

As custodians of ancestral tradition, artists are 'creative
participators'. I certainly dispute nco-Freudian charges that
Melanesian artists were slaves to the 'instinctive impulses' and a
'crude unconscious', because set 'aesthetic standards' were obviously
crucial for them,39 but I would also want to counter any neo
Collingwoodian assertions that Melanesian artists were slaves to
convention. Apart from maintaining a traditionist view that their visual
and auditory expressions passed down cultural vitalities that allowed
some manoeuvrability or IJricolage within group-accepted restraints,
I am tempted to assert that what are consensus 'rules of the game'
have been equivalents to aesthetic principles. Indeed, if Edward
Schieffelin is on the right track, Melanesian ritual has equivalence to
philosophy, but danced rather than written out, incorporating within it
visual expressions, song and mythic sub-text.40 As the appreciation
of so-called primitive art has increased and widened in our own
generation, moreover, there is a growing recognition of the claims of
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the 'integrity' and 'authenticity' of indigenous tradition over and
against those of emancipated artists whose work has been to some
extent informed by the expectations of Western aesthetics, or who
are even affected by 'expatriate tutelage' (like Kauagi in Papua New
Guinea).41

With reference to the classical, it has become necessary to unlearn
old preconceptions deriving Greek (even Graeco-Roman) anistic
achievements from a falsely imagined civic freedom.42 It is of course
a common mistake to read the greater flexibility. sensibility and
occasional flamboyance in Hellenistic sculpture back into the archaico
classical tradition of representation in the sixth and filth centuries Be.
In fact it is measured restraint and a formal stylisation reflecting Asian
concerns for a stablity or serene solidity that prevail in the high-point
of 'Phidean times', with some room also allowed for the monumentally
grotesque (as with the tongue-poking Medusa dominating the tympanum
of Artemis' temple on Corfu, or the unpleasantly fearful X0tl110l1 rating
as the most precious object in the Panhenon and the Nike).43 Strict
rules also applied in connection with nudity, which was read more as
'costume'. distinguishing Greeks from barbarians, and extolling the
possibilities of youth in a warrior culture (as much on vases as in
sculpted form).44 Notions about archaic and classical poets being
caught up in a frenzy to 'discover' their metres and myths, moreover,
are later constructions and idealisations; the earlier and foremost poets
were astounding bearers ofinformation, not only passing down tradition
through' a vast and complex system of [rhetorical) formulas and word
groups', but even memorising minute details that penained to past
happenings (as with the ship-lists of the lliad).45

To remind readers of a culluro-religious tradition behind 'the
classical'-of the proportions of Aegina's Aphaia behind the
Parthenon. for example, or of the conservativeness of the latter's
Athena statue; of the strange archaic paraphernalia kept within the
Erechtheum or of the archaic subject matter behind Aeschylus'
Agamemnon or the Sophoclean Theban trilogy. for that matter-to
remind people of such things is in no sense to depreciate but rather the
better to elucidate the aesthetic strengths and perfected proponions of
ancient creators. I suspect one should also be rereading Aristotle and
[pseudo-]Longinus, who are rather neglected Hellenistic figures in
Croce's and Collingwood's accounts, to see what marks are left of
traditionist and more distinctly classical insights about creativity that
point to 'classical aesthetics'. This 'classical', as Longinus implies,
did not entail 'that eager pursuit of novelty' so prevalent in his 'own
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day' (the third century AD), but a reverence within 'proper bounds',
with creators assimilating 'patterns of beautiful characters from the
genius of the "ancients" [old ones, ancestors]' and emulating them,
even 'vying with Homer himself for first prize' .46 Here art assumes
for its practitioners a metaphysic of the demanding traditio; by
assimilating the putative best of craft, utility and public enjoyment, it
becomes inseparable from religion.47

Dissatisfaction with Croce and Collingwood on 'primitive' and
'classical' art and aesthetics has compelled us to reconsider the status
of tradition as the incubus of aesthetic value. It remains to retlect more
broadly upon what has been done within the Western tradition vis-II
vis the primal and classical, so as to 'place' Croce and Collingwood
more clearly in the history of European art tl1eory. The 'classical', we
recognise, though perennially compounded with the Hellenistic and
Gracco-Roman complexes, has been ofrecurrent importance in Western
artistic endeavour. In one way or another it l1as been 'rediscovered'
since Antiquity itself-in Romanesque. the Renaissance, in
revolutionist and nco-classicist movements. Problems of discerning
its true character have been created by later generations' tendencies
to recreate it in their own images, as well as by tile ongoing, incessant
dialectic between the Christian and Graeco-Roman wellsprings of
Western culture.4R The rediscovery of the primitive, in contrast, has
been late coming, at least as a major effect on the Western cultural
sphere (and later than inOuences of the so-called 'Oriental'). In terms
of macro-cultural history, all societies have their 'rude and savage'
beginnings, including the ones we choose to identify as Western, but
the rediscovery of these beginnings only came through the encounter
with many other traditional, small-scale societies with apparently
more elementary 'cultures' than the West's.

At this point we detect a colonial hangover in Croce's and
Collingwood's outlooks; they are certainly 'privative towards
primitives' because they both imbibed general European assumptions
about apparently less evolved human groups and because they were
ignorant of a thousand and one nuances in the societies of 'first
peoples'. Wider knowledge might have made Collingwood think
twice about the nature and intregrity of 'primitive art' tl1at Croce at
least (with Vico and Hegel intluencing him) goes some way towards
conceding. Wider investigation, and less Vichian and Hegelian
theory, might have led Croce to credit the possible existence of
'primitive aesthetics' .49
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In any case. contemporary Westerners will have to he very wary
about reading primitivity in their own terms. aprohlem that already has
a history-from Willam Hodges' romantidsation of Easter Island,
through Gaugin's would-be childlike rendering of Tahitian women
pining for the lost freedoms they never had. 10 the consumerism that
now busily gathers around indigenous art forms.50 Obviously one way
of approaching primitivity is to see how it affected and has been
incorporated into the incurably prehensile and colonising Western
tradition. which has come to feed on 'cultural divergence'. consequently
providing the verisimilitude of a 'secure place of ohjectivity' from
which all styles and expressions can he assessed, and thus the possibility
of asserting a universal. anti-relativist judgemenl.51

Other Western positions. however. offer more promise for allowing
primitivity to speak on its own terms. Perhaps hecause he witnessed
the vigorous drumming and dancing.of hlacks heneath his veryown
university windows. the I3razilian philosopher .Jose Rodrigues Valle
first suggested some kind of a mass socio-cultural return to the
primitive. Adopting and deliberately misapplying Vict), Valle projected
a ricorso that anticipated the massive inlluence of the African beat
in the history of twentieth cenlury popular music. and the rampant
rejection of institutionalised forms in favour of an apparently
'spontaneous' indigeneily.52 Compared to the European 'archaic' and
'folk cultures', the cullural vitalities of the unchained African
Americans were to have the more decisive. longer lasting impact on
the Western. indeed glohal popular culture of our time. I can think of
a few other developments pointing in the same way-the full frontal
qualities of ['art bna (or 'raw art') on tile Continent. or even some
aesthetically-focussed pholOgrapic encounters with harely-touched
traditional peoples,s:.'1 I3ut nothing suhstitutes for indigenous
expressiveness itself, one entering arrestingly and unprefaced into the
world of inter-communication. speaking for itself like Kai on the
ridges of the Wahgi valley, and refreshingly 'creating its own
audience' .54 And that expressiveness may include sounds and figures
which fly in the face of Western or other mainstream aesthetic
prejudgements; sounds and ligures which, hecause of tradition, evoke
awe out of the apparently horrilic and surprise us by being songs
amid drones, screeching or wails.

Considering Croce and Collingwood on the primitive and the
classical in art and aesthetics. then. leads us to confront a cluster
of difficult though key issues. Without accounting for traditions.
cross-cultural and contextual prohlems in aesthetics will never be
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adequately addressed; the imagined force of the ostensibly ugly or
non-beautiful vis-a-vis the beautiful will be harder to comprehend; the
nature of art and aesthetics as such more difficult to fathom. And yet a
traditionist does not have to reside in aworld orfree-Iloating relativism.
I. for one. choose to fall back on the absoluteness. the mys/erium. of
the unconscious. As lung rightly intuited it. all humanity shares access
to archetypes that lie behind (and are thus never 'purely presented'
in) their instantiations through expressed images and sensible
symbols within a multitude of various cullum-religious traditions.
Absolutes thus seem at once to lie beyond the relativeness and
contextuality of each expression-world and yet. paradoxically. still
to be 'consubstantially' present: manifest arid incarnate.

An ambiguity also belongs to this shared structuring influence
from the Unbew/lsstsein. however. an ambiguity that accounts for the
tension between shadow and enlightenment. the formidable and the
concessive. the ugly and the fair. the obscene and the pure. though
such dichotomies may be felt and named differently across different
societies.55 Myoid teacher Sir Herbert Read would wish to add, in his
analysis of Western painting and sculpture. that such dichotomies are
felt differently within a tradition. or community, even within individual
Iife-spans.56 In the inner recesses of individual and collective psychic
life this tautness creates the interface between aesthetic and ethical
judgements. issuing in distinctive lines of responses that are discernible
traditiones all the more because rightness and wrongness will apply to
behaviour generally, not just to artislk expression. With such ideas.
though. and the hint of some covert cosmic wnllict, I edge on to
impenetrable-looking theological questions. More is the pity that
neither in the metaphysical interests of Croce nor the intuitionism of
Collingwood do we stop long enough at this awesome threshold.
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